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'Student's cannot talk at Perry's level'
Continued from page one
Dr. Perry artfully explained 
that students can get involved in 
many ways at Florida Inter­
national University. Artfully, I 
say, because most students 
believed him.
But the fact is that there is a 
significant difference between 
being allowed to make recom­
mendations and to make 
changes.
In an interview, earlier this 
year, Dr. Perry bluntly said that 
student and instructors have the 
right to recommend any pro­
posal, but administrators must 
make decisions. At the “rap” he 
„ sinuously twisted this to sound
like advice was fact.
BLOOD DONORS
ALL TYPES
*12
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY!
CALL 885-4955
BLOOD SERVICES OF GREATER MIAMI, INC. 
77 Hook Square 
Miami Springs, Florida 
HOURS: MON-FRI. 9:00 6:00 P.M.
PERRINE BRANCH
CALL 251-6240 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY!
17635 South Dixie Highway 
HOUR: MON-FRI. 8:30-6:00 P.M.
These “raps” are, however, 
an important means of illus­
trating the nature of power at 
this University.
The fact that FIU is part of 
the State University System is 
the one thing that shapes 
almost everything of any im­
portance here.
The System is controlled by 
the Board of Regents who 
regulate everything from the 
President’s Office to academic 
programs.
Like most state University 
System’s the Florida BOR thinks 
that their prime job is to train 
people to be productive members 
of society. Any activity that 
might turn their University into
agents for social change is frown­
ed upon.
For this reason alone, FIU 
has become increasingly 
oriented towards “service 
programs,” such as in Hotel, 
Food and Travel’s restaurant 
management.
These programs enable peo­
ple to maintain the status quo, 
not to change it.
Supremely, Dr. Perry isn’t 
accountable to the University 
Community here. Students, pro­
fessors and administrative per­
sonnel can only ask that he con­
sider their ideas, and there’s no 
way the University Community 
can compel him to heed their 
wishes.
The net result is that Dr. 
Perry’s “Presidential Raps” 
have degenerated into a glorified 
form of verbal masturbation.
No real dialogue occurs.
There’s no real way that a 
student can talk at Dr. Perry’s 
“level.”
The result is that there is no 
real means to press for radical 
change at Florida International 
University.
Proposals allowing students 
some control over hiring person­
nel or allowing them control over 
academic programs and policy 
are virtually impossible to enact 
because they would threaten the 
state University System’s very 
existance.
Anyone who believes that Dr. 
Perry is radically different from 
other University Presidents is 
engaging an illusion.
An illusion that can only be 
understood in context of the 
current composition of the State 
University System.
But now he displays the skill 
of a commensurate politician. 
The easy questions he answers 
without pausing for thought. 
However he showed his real 
ability by fielding the toughies.
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I LAST YEAR IT WAS MEXICO; THIS YEAR IT S JAMAICA! |
The T.R.I.P., Division of Florida International Hosts, is sponsoring their Annual Spring-break excursion.
On March 15th, it's off to:
JAMAICA! |
THIS INCLUDES:
• Round trip air fare via Air Jamaica
• Hotel accommodations at the CASA Montego Hotel at Montego Bay
Ground Transfers 
Gratuities
Car rental and Sightseeing tours available at additional cost.
IIIIIIIIIIIM
Air Jamaica Flight No. 20, departing 11 a.m., Friday, March 15, 
from Miami International; arriving Montego Bay 12.25 p.m. 
Return via Air Jamaica, departing Montego Bay, Flight No. 25, 
March 18 at 4:45 p.m., arriving Miami 6:10 p.m. Meals will be 
provided on both flights.
T.R.I.P/s objective is to enhance the international aspect of F.I.E. by 
providing the University Community with the opportunity to partici­
pate in international travel at minimal cost.
Payment must be received by March 15, 1974, 
either by mail with coupon or in room 458A 
of the DM building.
For additional information, call extension 2591 
Credit Cards will be accepted.
4 Days, March 15-18, 1974.
For the exceptionally LOW price of:
$125°°
based on triple occupancy + $3.00 U. S. Departure Tax
,j|L.
We are pleased to announce that Mr. Val Darby, 
a faculty member of the school of Hotel Food and 
Travel, and a native of Jamaica, will be conducting 
a seminar and tour regarding the social aspects of 
tourism in Jamaica.
Detach and enclose with check or money order
If It’s Friday, It Must Be ...
JAMAICA $125°°
+ $3.00 U. S. Departure Tax 
TOTAL $128.00
NAME:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Phone No.:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Number in party_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
To confirm reservations, please make
checks payable to: T.R.I.P.
MAIL TO: Florida International University 
School of Hotel, Food and Travel 
Attn: T.R.I.P. Division,
Florida International Hosts 
Tamiami Trail 
Miami, Florida 33144
T.R.I.P. (Tourism Research In Progress) is an official student association of the School of Hotel, Food and Travel Service.
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- Dealing 
a way 
of life
By CARA FLAHIVE 
Contributing Editor
Drug addiction in America 
has gone undaunted.
Ignored until the early 60’s, 
when it spiraled, enmeshing 
throngs of middle and upper- 
class victims, it is now a tragedy.
In a country that for decades 
silently condoned the sweet 
slavery of the ghetto, drug 
pushers have been proclaimed 
“America’s number one public 
enemy.”
“I STILL remember the 
.night that I curled up into a ball, 
on some filthy floor and sobbed 
until I thought I could never cry 
again. I was gouging the flesh 
from my body; I hated myself for 
becoming a nothing, an addict,” 
said a reformed 20-year-old 
college student. “That was six 
years ago. That was the night I 
died to start all over again.”
She said she tried to go 
straight but her “pusher” 
wouldn’t leave her alone.
“I remember how I’d smile 
and say, ‘no thanks, I’m 
straight,’ and then I’d run and 
sink down on some floor and cry 
because I wanted drugs,” she 
said. “I’m still straight but I 
know I’ll be crying until I die.”
Conversely, drug pushers 
view addiction in a different 
light. Indifferent to human 
emotions, they are businessmen. 
They supply a demand, users are 
well aware of what they are do­
ing, and the pushers will supply.
“I STEER clear of high 
school and college students,” 
said one young man who said he 
dealt strictly with hard narcotics 
and says he cleared $150,000 last 
year.
“The people I deal to are old 
enough to know what they want, 
they know that drugs rot their 
bodies out. They know that drugs 
kill them. They want and I 
supply,” he said. “The main 
reason that I don’t deal in schools 
and colleges is because it’s an 
easy bust and I deal only in large 
quantities.”
What does he think of 
pushing in a business where 
profits range from 500 to 1,000 
percent?
“Dealing sucks, man, it’s 
nowhere,” he says. “It’s a cons­
tant hassle on your mind, and you 
get caught, you get put away for 
good.”
HENRY another pusher, 
deals mainly in cocaine.
“My partner and I carry 
guns only for pickups,” Harry 
says about the safety precau­
tions the two utilize. “Usually 
we’ll meet a runner in the 
Bahamas. It varies; sometimes 
it will be in the Keys, sometimes 
here and sometimes in the north. 
So far we’ve only had to use the 
guns once.”
He didn’t go into further 
details.
Distribution for these men is 
done in chunks, minimizing the 
risk of the transaction. There is 
never a set meeting place; con­
tacts must meet at whatever 
time and place they designate.
“WHEN I do decide to deal 
the stuff myself, which is rare, 
he says. “My clientele comes 
from every walk of life; pimps, 
prostitutes, doctors, lawyers, 
judges — drugs are indis- 
criminatory. I use them myself.”
Many Americans are now de­
manding that the death penalty 
be mandatory for pushers. 
Ironically, the pushers them­
selves feel that anyone who finks 
or turns informer, should be 
dealt with in the same way. 
Regardless of the penalty, as 
long as the profit of drug sales 
remains, so will the pushers.
America is stuck with its 
number one public enemy in a 
society where money constitutes 
the end and the means do not 
matter.
Dealers claim people 'rushed'
"Dealing sucks, 
man, it's nowhere . . 
a hard drug pusher said.
By SPERO CANTON 
Contributing Editor
Dope pushing isn’t a business but a way of life 
for one of the top dealers of narcotics at one Dade 
County college campus.
“I love it. The hours are short and the profits 
are great. What more could I ask for?” he says.
This dealer refers to himself as a “clean 
pusher” because he refuses to sell heroin and 
doesn’t deal with people under 18. He claims that 
the risk factor in both elements aren’t worth the 
profits.
“IN MY life I want to work as little as possible, 
live as good as possible, and always boogie and I’ll 
do almost anything to accomplish these goals,” he 
said.
He sells what he calls “my meat and potatoes” 
(Marijuana) “an expensive desert (cocaine) and 
“the bernaise sauce on the steak” (Quantaludes).
Profits by the dealer on the drug market vary
from the amount purchases, the quality of the drug 
and who “your connections are.” Cocaine invest­
ments are “also very profitable enterprises” that 
earn up to 300 percent profit, depending on how 
much is invested.
This pusher lives with relatives and is married. 
He attended Miami-Dade Community College 
North two years ago and dropped out because he 
“enjoyed getting high more than attending school.”
HIS LIVING standards aren’t high, he says, 
because he spends most of his profits on drugs for 
himself and on reinvestments.
Suspicion and a great deal of caution are 
always exercised by this pusher. The people he sells 
to in the area range from 18-44. He says living in 
Miami is one of the dealer’s greatest advantages, 
because “the drug traffic is so great.”
Working menial jobs all his life, drug pushing 
has become a way of life; his lively hood and his ex­
istence.
Win a coke, 15* a try
- • Signs, directing traffic to the Youth Fair, are spr-Everywhere a sign inging up all over the FIU area. (Photo by Joe
Rimkus)
Vending
machines
Youth Fair opens 11-day run
South Florida’s biggest package of family fun, 
the annual Dade County Youth Fair begins today, 
for 11 days of exciting events.
Located on its 260-acre permanent home at 
Tamiami Park, adjoining the Tamiami Campus of 
Florida International University, the Fair will run 
concurrently with the South Florida Science Fair.
Attendance at the double showing is expected to 
break the 1973 mark of 273,955.
The Youth Fair portion will feature the exhibits 
of some 5,000 students, age six to 21, who will be 
vieing for $20,000 in cash premiums, scholar­
ships, ribbons and trophies.
In keeping with established Youth Fair 
policies, there will be “no games of chance on the 
50 ride midway, no freaks and no objectionable dis­
plays.”
Admission for adults is $1.50, and 50 cents for 
students.
The Dade County Youth Fair is a non-profit 
operation under control of the County, State and it’s 
own volunteer Association.
All Fair receipts go for cash premiums to 
competing youngsters, scholarships, new construc­
tion and improvements to existing fairgrounds.
annoying
From “The Gamecock”
The sign on a University of 
South Carolina vending machine 
reads:
“Should this machine rip you 
off, kick hell out of it, it may not 
make it work, but you’ll feel 
better.”
Other signs say.
“WIN A coke, 15c. a try.”
“Either fix this machine or 
we take it out of here our­
selves.”
The angry messages were 
scrawled in bold black letters.
The incident seems to 
epitomize the feeling of anger, 
frustration and annoyance that 
prevails when a well-intentioned 
consumer drops his coins into a 
machine with the expectation 
that something will come in 
return.
VENDING machine man­
agers and owners admit that in­
operative machines plague them.
“We don’t like these 
machines to be out of order any 
more than you do,” one manager 
said.
Broken machines often mean 
lost revenue, inconvenience for 
the company and bad customer 
relations, he added.
Reasons for a machine to 
mulfunction are plentiful.
ONE dealer blamed inopera­
tive and cranky machines on new 
service personnel who are not
Continued on page four
Visitors 
part of
psycho-drama
Argentinian visitors have 
been taking part in a series of 
International Forum events 
over the last two weeks.
One such event was a lec­
ture on “Eros and Structure; 
Individual Groups and 
Society.” The lecturer spoke 
about the inhibiting effect a 
group, (a structure) has upon 
an individual’s physical ex­
pression.
The culmination of the 
event was an experiment in 
which two people were told to 
“move together on each 
count, sense each other with­
out seeing one another.”
The volunteers don’t look 
too inhibited, do they?
(Photo by Bill Whelan)
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Pity is not what 
Blacks seek
Only two percent of Blacks in 
White Universities graduate. 
This issue supports racist 
thoughts that Blacks are lacking 
intellectual capabilities of 
achieving success.
The Black student in White 
schools today face the problem of 
grading on a low scale compared 
to White students. The grading 
system within an institution is 
based primarily according to 
student’s ability to feedback in­
formation (whether it be text­
books or lectures) being fed to 
the student during any given 
period of time. The capacity to 
think or learn is not the main 
issue of grading. Placing the 
knowledge into perspectives and 
or into our everyday encounters 
is done by many students but this 
method is not in the grading 
system.
The Blacks main problem is 
that from jumpstreet they have 
received low quality education, a 
process that has been handed 
down generation to generation. 
Most comforting to know is that 
“quality” education will slowly 
but surely improve in Blacktown. 
The process used to support the 
effects of low quality education 
is, The Inequalities in the 
Distribution of Education.
Though there is empirical 
enough evidence that the Black 
student in a black institution is 
most likely to succeed, the issue 
still remains that there is 
definitely a low percentage of 
Black students graduating from 
White institutions.
Blacks have been made to 
feel that they have had a han­
dicap for long enough. They 
accept these handicaps as strikes 
against them and try harder to 
maintain their sanity while be­
ing demoralized. Pity is not what 
they seek, but acceptance by 
faculty as students who are seek­
ing chance in life to bring (per­
sonal) dreams to existence.
Life in the United States 
hasn’t been so easy for whites 
and is twice as hard for blacks.
If we feed the rumor that re­
searchers are throwing at us, the 
two percent would never have 
made it. Non-White covers 
everything else. How can we 
compare a minority group of peo­
ple to that of majority groups. 
The “majority rules” is an 
American game. The system 
which is for the people should in­
clude all the people not eliminate 
groups of kind. The reality of this 
as coming to truth will take the 
Murder of Prejudice, and the 
Assassination of Racism.
Maryland to legalize pot
A bill similar to the law which 
recently decriminalized private 
marijuana use in Oregon is 
currently being considered by 
the Maryland Legislature. The 
forerunner of these crusades is a 
non-profit public interest lobby, 
called NORML: National 
Organization for the Reform of 
Marijuana Laws.
According to R. Keith Stroup, 
executive director of NORML, 
"It would be d long shot if the 
bill was passed this year.'' 
However, NORML continues to 
campaign from city to city for 
marijuana law reform.
At NORML's central office in 
Washington Stroup explained 
the principles and objectives on 
which the organization is based. 
"We are not a pro-pot group nor 
do we encourage or advocate 
the use of marijuana. But we feel 
that unjust laws, like the current 
marijuana laws, do irreparable 
harm to our entire legal system," 
he said.
Stroup, admitted he and his
Florida International 
University undergraduate stu­
dent Alfreida McCoy, a Black, 
recently-attended the Florida 
Conference of Sociologist’s 1974 
Convention in Gainesville. This is 
the response she came up with 
from a seminar.
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„ It vanished quite slowly . . . ending with the grin, which remained 
some time after the rest of it had gone/' — Lewis Carroll's Cheshire cat
Americans now serious 
about impeachment
By STEVE MALONEY 
Viewpoints Editor
Impeaching Richard Nixon 
| was an idea that most Americans 
| had never thought of when he 
5 won a resounding re-election vic- 
= tory in 1972.
As the facts became known 
Sabout the “White House 
| plumbers unit,” the infamous 
5 “Huston plan,” Nixon’s alleged 
| obstruction of justice and other 
| abuses of presidential power, an 
| increasingly large number of 
i Americans are now rightfully 
5 considering the impeachment of 
= the President of the United 
| States.
Impeachment is the deter- 
= mination that sufficient evidence 
| exists of a wrong-doing to bring a 
5 public official to trial — that is 
= all. chiefly to injuries done im-
......................................................... ............................. .......................mu......... ... protect the people from abuses ofifi
the executive branch.
Four federal judges. John 
Pickering in ¿804, West 
Humphreys in 1862, Robert W. 
Archbald in 1912 and Halsted 
Ritter in 1936 have been con­
victed by charges brought under 
impeachment proceedings. 
Besides this, no other federal of­
ficials have ever faced and been 
convicted under these 
proceedings.
IMPEACHMENT pro­
cedures are simple: The 
House of Representatives has the 
sole power to call for impeach­
ment. Then the Senate must hear 
the trial, which is presided over 
by the Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court. They can then 
convict by a two-thirds vote.
If a public official is found 
■guilty, they’re removed from of­
fice and disqualified from 
holding any future political posi­
tion.
Jose Aybar, assistant 
professor of political science 
here, points out that Nixon has 
committed acts what have abus­
ed the public trust, in his, and in 
many American’s eyes, and he 
should be held accountable.
Aybar, along with other
staff smoke marijuana oc­
casionally.
Stroup, 30, went on to say the 
criminal approach is doing more 
harm than good. Continuing and 
encouraging research programs 
were stressed. "But," he said, 
"we should use this information 
to allow the individual to make 
an intelligent decision as to 
whether he wants to use 
marijuana. We should not make 
criminals out of those who 
merely ignore our advice."
Stroup, a licensed attorney, 
started the organization in late 
1970. With four friends, he ap­
plied to about 10 foundations 
for money and was turned down 
10 times. Finally, the Playboy 
Foundation, which was in­
terested in doing something on 
marijuana law reform, gave 
Stroup $5,000 and a beginning.
the
and
Later Stroup went to 
Playboy Foundation again 
demanded more money, saying, 
'"Let's either get into it or get out 
of it."
ANALYSIS
"The people in this 
country will (or have) 
lost faith in the ability of 
the government to act 
fairly."
Jose Aybar
THE impeachment of a 
public official is no indication of 
guilt, only an indication that 
there is a probably cause to 
believe that they might have 
committed an illegal act.
Impeachable offenses are not 
oitly criminal acts, but also 
political acts that abuse the 
public trust. In the Federalist, 
No. 65, Alexander Hamilton once 
said that impeachable offenses 
are political “as they relate
Hugh Hefner agreed to give 
NORML $100,000 a year and, "at 
this point I realized we were 
very much into the business of 
marijuana law reform."
Today, with Stroup as ils 
$18,000-a-year executive direc­
tor, NORML has a paid staff of 
seven (four in Washington, two 
in New York, one in Boston) and 
several hundred volunteer 
organizers in about 40 cities. 
NORML's local volunteers - in­
clude lawyers, housewives, 
students, freaks and at least one 
Jaycee chapter, in Hamden, 
Conn., that is a NORML affiliate.
Backing the organization with 
solid credibility is an Advisory 
Board made up of about 20 
PhDs, MDs, and MAs from 
reputable universities.
Stroup said, "Our biggest op­
position is convincing the police 
who have been arresting 
marijuana smokers for 35 years. 
We are trying to make them 
realize that the marijuana 
smoker does not fit the criteria 
that characterizes a criminal.
New morality says 
'live for today'
By NANCY SOKOLOWSKI 
Contributor
Dehumanizing machines are taking over society, while man 
rebels by taking a more “humanistic” approach to life. “Think 
for yourself,” and “don’t try to live up to the expectations of 
others” is the philosophy of humanistic society that says “do your 
own thing” and “live for today.”
“This is the philosophy be-
mediately to society itself.”
Through this interpretation, 
many Americans are now con­
sidering this drastic action.
Thus, as James Madison 
stated, the failure of a President 
to prevent a wrongdoing by his 
subordinates, (even defenders of| 
Nixon’s position admit he has| 
failed to do), this ... is grounds5 
for impeachment.
IMPEACHMENT hasf 
historically been the prime tool| 
to control abuses by the ex-S 
ecutive branch of government. 5
It was the primary weapon of = 
Parliament in England during S 
the 17th and 18th Century in their | 
quest to gain power over thei 
King.
The Founding Fathers of | 
America conceived impeach- f 
ment as a paramount way tof
Continued on page six
ing taught in psychology classes 
in the educational system, and is 
being exposed to more people,” 
says one professor.
Many people are living by 
this philosophy, and use it in their 
approach to love, marriage and 
sex. The relationships are tem­
porary, non-committal and non- 
conventional. This is the new 
morality.
“THIS civilization is moral­
ly corrupt, and it’s absurd and 
hypocritical for me to live by 
conventional morals,” one col­
lege student said.
Advances in communica­
tions allow people to get a look at 
other lifestyles and to realize 
they are allowed to make a 
choice.
“Before, pressures were ex­
erted to live by standards, but 
now there is less pressure, and 
more people talk openly. There is 
safety is numbers,” a peer coun­
seling director said.
The question of how deep a 
relationship can go often comes 
up.
“I fooled around before, af­
ter and during marriage,” Sara, 
another college student, said. 
“And if I find a compatible part­
ner, I would live with him for 
physical reasons.” Sara, who is 
divorced, says temporary rela­
tionships are better because 
“you’re not tied to anything.”
JIMMY, another student, 
said, “I don’t live to love, just to 
have fun.”
Luis lives with a girl who be­
came his “baby sitter” after he 
broke his leg. When the leg heal­
ed, they continued to live to­
gether. Finally, he became 
“tired of working” and moved 
out.
Was there any love or affec­
tion in this relationship?
“I’m not into those kind of 
words,” says Luis. “Besides, 
marriage doesn’t fit into my 
master plan.”
DESPITE the contrast 
between the “humanistic” teach­
ings and the “in-human” society, 
it is apparent that a parallel ex­
ists.
“With communications and 
technical advances, people’s out­
look on what’s important has 
changed,” a professor com­
ments. “The world is big and you 
are so small and unimportant 
compared to the vastness of the 
universe. But you are important 
to yourself.”
Products are manufactured 
to be used and thrown away. A 
child buys a toy, plays with it, en­
joys it. But when the toy be­
comes scratched or used, it is re­
placed by something more at­
tractive.
Old people are thrown into 
hospitals and nursing homes by 
families who disregard them. No 
one notices, no one cares.
SOMETIMES people use love 
and sex in the same way, to have 
fun and enjoy it, but as soon as 
the relationship grows old and 
tired, it’s disregarded and a new 
more attractive one replaces it.
“I go for easy scores, but I 
soon tire of them,” confides a 24- 
year-old male student who is pre­
sently living with a girl.
THE NEW morality boils 
down to a saying by Fredrick 
Peris:
“I do my thing and you do 
your thing,
“lam not in this world to live 
up to your expectations,
“And you are not in this 
world to live up to mine,
“You are you and I am I.”
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President moving 
closer to end
Continued from page-five
members of the political science 
department, have signed a peti­
tion that appeard in an advertise­
ment in the Dec. 25, 1973 edition 
of “The New York Times,” call­
ing for Nixon’s impeachment.
“NIXON HAS engaged in a 
number of activities that provide 
clear and probable cause for his 
impeachment,” Aybar said. “On­
ly by making him undergo im­
peachment procedues can we 
find out if he’s guilty of any 
wrong-doing.”
Nixon’s establishment of the 
“White House plumbers unit” is 
one example of a possibly im­
peachable offense.
The “plumbers” acted as 
Nixon’s own secret police, many 
feel, and as Watergate Hearings 
testimony revealed. Their ac­
tivities, conducted outside the 
usual jurisdiction of the law in­
cluded burglaries, wiretaps, 
without warrants, espionage and 
prejury.
Nixon admitted that he 
created the “plumbers” in his 
May 22, 1973 statement:
“ . . . FOLLOWING the 
Pentagon Papers publication, I 
approved the creation of a 
Special Investigations Unit . . . 
which later (was) . . . known as 
the “plumbers.”’
The “plumbers” were engag­
ed in several “citable” illegal 
acts:
• being part of the Water­
gate break-in.
• burglarizing the office of 
Daniel Ellsberg’s psychiatrist.
• falsifying State Depart­
ment cables to show that Presi­
dent John F. Kennedy conspired 
in Vietnam leader Diems, assas­
sination.
• engaged in perjury during 
the original Watergate trial.
Nixon’s usurpation of 
Congress’ war-making powers by 
his bombing of Cambodia in 1969 
is another act that merits the 
considerations of an impeach­
ment proceeding. Moreover, he 
stated, he would do the same 
thing again, under similar cir­
cumstances.
This action was in clear 
violation of the Constitution of 
the United States, as only 
Congress is able to engage in 
war-making activities.
NIXON admitted his refusal 
to gain Congressional approval in 
his Aug. 20, 1973 speech to the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars con­
vention:
“ ... the bombing was dis­
closed to appropriate Govern­
ment and Congressional leaders 
... if American soldiers . . . 
were threatened by an enemy, 
and if the price of protecting 
those soldiers was to order air 
strikes to save American lives, I 
would make the same decision 
today that I made in February 
1969
Nixon’s authorization of il­
legal wiretaps against political 
opponents, new reporters, 
government employees and per­
sons who might cause him em­
barrassment, could be addition­
al reasons for his impeachment 
in the eyes of still another seg­
ment of the American popula­
tion.
Among the people whose
phones were tapped were CBS 
newsmen Marvin Kalb and 
Daniel Shorr, syndicated column­
ist Joseph Kraft, former 
National Security Council 
Member Morton Halperin and 
Nixon’s brother, Donald.
NIXON admitted sanction­
ing this program in his May 22, 
1973 statement:
“ ... a special program of 
wiretaps was initiated in mid- 
1969 and termiflated in February 
1971 ... I authorized the entire 
program.”
Nixon said the wiretaps were 
legal at the time because the 
Supreme Court had never ruled 
on this type of defense measure.
The ruling that finally made 
them illegal is dated July 17, 
1972.
NIXON’S rationalization is 
tantamount to the reasoning that 
the Supreme Court has to decide 
everything that is and isn’t il­
legal.
Under this logic, rape or 
murder that was done because of 
national security wouldn’t be il­
legal because the Supreme Court 
had never ruled on them.
Nixon’s obstruction of justice 
could be a fourth reason a seg­
ment of Americans might find 
impeachment the answer.
The President’s limiting of 
the Watergate break-in investiga­
tion on the grounds of “national 
security” is one example of this. 
He admitted that in his May 22, 
1973 statement:
“ . . . ELEMENTS of the 
early post-Watergate reports led 
me to suspect, incorrectly, that 
the CIA had been . . . involved. 
They also led me to surmise that 
since persons originally 
recruited for covert national 
security activities, the
“plumbers,” had participated in 
Watergate . . . and unrestricted 
investigation on the matter 
might lead to an expose those 
covert . . . operations.”
Nixon’s delay in transmit­
ting his knowledge about the 
“plumbers” break-in into Ells­
berg’s psychiatrist’s office is 
another instance of how he may 
be involved in the obstruction
It wasn’t until April 25, 1973 
that he informed Federal Judge 
Matt Bryne about the break-in 39 
days after he learned of it.
Aybar points out that the 
presidential power and the entire 
executive branch will ex­
perience a diffusion of power.
“VICE PRESIDENT Gerald 
Ford, along with Secretary of 
State Henry Kisinger will share 
power,” Aybar predicts. “They 
have built up enough momentum 
to insure that the affairs of state 
will be handled throughout the 
months of the trail.”
Aybar does think that the na­
tion will be in grave trouble if the 
impeachment decision isn’t 
made.
“The people in this country 
will (or have) lost faith in the 
ability of the government to act 
fairly,” Aybar said. “Our affairs 
both domestically and inter­
nationally have suffered.”
The question becomes 
centered on whether Americans 
feel strongly enough about the 
many diverse reasons for Nixon’s 
impeachment and his logical 
reasoning throughout.
The only common 
denominator is that America 
needs a strong executive-branch 
to balance its legislative and 
judicial branches. How to attain 
that is why public sentiment is 
important.
ATTENTION Students and Teachers: 
SPECIAL LOW SUMMER AIR FARE TO EUROPE:
$292.00 ROUND TRIP. Leaving Miami May 27 - 
Return August 2 or 23. SPACE IS LIMITED. 
Call
AROUND THE WORLD TRAVEL 
Phone: 445-2555
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SGA
PRESENTS
Thurs., Feb. 28 Comedy Classics 
Night at the Opera (Marx Bros.) 
W. C. Fields
Gold Rush (Chaplin)
Two Performances 
6:15 and 8:15 p.m.
Ij DM 100—FREE with FIU I.D. card ¡1
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APRIL 9-21« «
STUDENT DISCOUNT:
All Seats $3.50
Half Hour Before Curtain Time
DIRECTORY PREFERENCE POLL
The University has the opportunity to print 
a free directory including student names, 
addresses and phone numbers for fall, 1974.
It will be distributed free to all students, 
faculty and staff.
Indicate below your choice of the following:
I feel we should print the directory_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I would like my name included.—_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I feel we should not print the directory_ _ _ _ _ _
Please print and return to 
PC 220 by Thursday, March 7.
ONE FLEW OVER 
THE
CUCKOO'S NEST?
THE DAILY PRINCETONIAN . . . Princeton University
“Dale Wasserman, the mind behind the magic of “La Mancha,” 
has scored again with a superb Off-Broadway adaptation of Ken 
Kesey’s novel, “One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest.” His juggl­
ing of the frowns and the smiles of the all-too-human patients in­
volved in an attempted power play on the ward of a state mental 
hospital is a cool distillation of the essence of Kesey’s narrative 
and remains hysterically funny.
The play is lean and direct. The cast of patients has been whittl­
ed to seven: catatonic Chief Bromden, intimidated Harding, 
stuttering rabbit-like Bibbitt, human-reverberator Cheswick, 
hallucinating Martini, centerpiece Ruckly, and that-lii-ole- 
bomb-maker Scanlon. (These pawns are moved on a stark, 
square set encompassed on three sides by the audience and 
remarkable for its sieve-like abundance of exits.) The principle 
inanimates are a card-table-and folding-chairs and a glass- 
walled nurses' office complete with a control panel which glows 
ominously in the dark.
There is so much that is funny in “One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s 
Nest” that your first reaction if to point a finger at Wasserman 
and accuse him of turning a thought-provoking novel into a 
McMurphy dominated farce - that is, until you realize that all 
the humor has deserted you and what remains is the memory of 
that final haunting scene when Nurse Ratched had not the guts 
to lift up the sheet and confront the essence of the man she had 
destroyed. Don't wait for the movie; it just might not be this 
good.”
PHONE: 444-9831
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Mei Torme
the benevolent dictator?'
By MARY-JEANETTE 
TAYLOR 
Associate Editor
Under the benevolent dic­
tatorship of Mel Torme the 
poor would be paid to keep 
their children in school. 
“Dropping out” would be 
strictly forbidden.
“The root of America’s 
problem is ignorance,” 
Torme said. The majority of 
our nation has a 12-year-old 
intellect. Turn on the TV, 
Torme said.
“Would you let a bunch of 
12-year-olds govern them­
selves?” he asked.
Just five minutes before 
Torme had said that if some­
one could say “here is man 
with tremendous compas­
sion; a good and honest man, 
with a benevolent attitude to­
ward all races, colors, 
religions” he would be willing 
to live under his dictatorship. 
Now Torme was saying “if I 
were . . .”
‘‘We all have that 
dream,” he admitted, “to 
make everything perfect.” 
It’s a matter of vicarious plea­
sure.
America seems to have 
lost loyalty and courtesy ; ser­
vice has gone down the drain. 
Quality seems to be seeping 
out of the American culture. 
Torme attributes these 
catastrophies to money, to the 
failure of capitalism.
“It comes down to the 
_Peter Principle” he said.
The college people, 
Torme believes, are the only
ones left dedicated to ex­
cellence.
“I don’t believe in equal­
ity,” he said. “Education is 
what makes people equal.”
He took an example from 
‘‘Excellence,” by John 
Gardner, a book he calls his 
“bible” to illustrate the idea 
of quality in one’s work:
“A man paints your 
house, looks over his work, 
decides one wall is off-polor, 
paints it again and doesn’t 
charge you. That’s quality, 
that’s the way it ought to be 
done.”
There also seems to be a 
tremendous predilection to 
ape ignorance. Torme pointed 
out. It’s in our speech, the 
relaxation of grammar.
“I try to eschew quality in 
everything I do,” he said. 
“Everything” includes a lot. 
Mel Torme is an entertainer, 
a singer, a pianist, a 
drummer, a pilot and an ac­
tor.
Torme, just finished film­
ing a movie in Utah that 
tapped both his acting and fly­
ing abilities. “Snowman” is 
the story of an airplane crash 
victim, alone in the wilder­
ness with only, his animals 
trying to make his way back 
to civilization. Torme flew the 
plane in all the air sequences, 
save the mocked-up crash 
scene, and he worked with 
cougars, wolves, huskies, a 
bear, and a golden eagle.
After three weeks of film­
ing, it’s a strain on the vocal 
chords to start singing. It’s
“We all 
have that 
dream to 
make
everything
perfect.”
—Mel Torme
like any other muscle, Torme 
said, if it isn’t exercised 
regularly it becomes sore 
when you start using it again.
His voice is getting plenty 
of use in his current act at the 
Eden Roc. By the time he gets 
to the Sahara in Vegas it will 
be in top shape.
Money is what draws 
Torme to night clubs, but the 
closeness of the audience is 
another pull. It allows for so 
much communication, he 
asserted.
“The fascinating part is 
appearing before a specific 
audience,” Torme said. Each 
group of psyches is influenced 
by different things: the 
energy crisis, the weather, 
the stock market, moon 
phases. The entertainer, he 
went on, tries to hold their 
attention, take their minds off 
their problems.
“If it works, it’s like being 
a godhead, with all that atten­
tion viveted on you,” Torme 
said. “It’s being the center of 
a microcosmic universe, if 
only for a short while.”
It doesn’t always work,
excellent
show
though. There are times when 
he’s walked out on stage and 
asked the audience if the 
moon’s full tonight.
“They’re acting like it
is, ” Torme explained.
A Virgo, Torme doesn’t 
believe in astrology. But he 
isn’t far from the mark when 
he speaks of then moon’s in­
fluence, something in which 
he does believe.
There’s more to enter­
taining than an audience.
“It’s a philosophical thing 
I don’t want to get into,” 
Torme said. “But, you start 
with what you’re singing, un­
derstanding the words.” It 
even goes beyond looking at a 
song sheet, he went on. It’s 
like acting, you have to com­
prehend the material, and 
then you have to be there with
it. Whatever the words say 
you have to feel them, be 
them.
The things Mel Torme 
spoke of: quality, compas­
sion, honesty sincerity; are 
things that are part of Mel 
Torme, onstage and off. The* 
words are the man.
By MYRON STRUCK 
Editor
Mel Torme may not be a name 
extremely well-known to the college 
page student, but he has the rare 
ability to turn on an audience as well 
as any rock group.
Torme, appearing at the Eden 
Rock’s Cafe Pompeii, nightly 
through Sunday, offers a contem­
porary act that utilizes Torme’s 
talents as both a singer and enter­
tainer. He can joke, flow and over­
whelm you by setting up a mood.
Singing Stevie Wonder’s 
Superstition, his rendition is 
flawless. The audience is moved 
with awe.
His idol, he says on-stage, is 
Fred Astaire, though. And he quick­
ly sets a more than nostalgic mood. 
He performs songs that many know 
from Astaire’s television movies.
Again, changing the mood, he 
says he’d like to be the first to 
“wish you a Merry Christmas in 
1974.” Why? For a reason not many 
know.
“Chestnuts roasting on an open 
fire,” he begins. The audience 
moans in appreciation. The song is 
“The Christmas Song,” and Torme 
wrote it in 1945, at age 20.
Since it has been done by 500 ar­
tists around the world, and for 
many, is their warm-hearted 
favorite.
Torme’s performance 
handles any type song. And easily 
so, then one realizes that he does his 
own arrangements, thus facilitating 
the smooth flow.
While many may have a second 
thought about Tony Bennett, Connie 
Stevens, Edie Gormey, Steve 
Lawrence or other more “elite” 
singers in the Frank Sinatra cate­
gory — Torme fits this mold and 
still takes in the youth and contem­
porary image.
The most obvious reaction one 
has to this performer is something 
he’ll tell you he’s trying for himself 
— excellence.
Jack (Rabitt) Adams looks up at Parris (Barney) 
Bockner in world premiere of “Rabitt” at FIU Beth 
(Hollywood) Horton looks on as scene comes to 
climax. (Photo by Bill Whelan)
Stars envy Adams courage
Effects make 'Rabitt' complete
MARY-JEANETTE TAYLOR 
Associate Editor
“Rabitt” leaves some unanswered 
questions.
But it doesn’t run away from you 
and leave you with an empty feeling.
The first thing that strikes you 
about this Florida International Uni­
versity play is the set. Several dilapa- 
dated props have been miraculously 
transformed into a lavish apartment. 
One is impressed by this efficient use 
of space and ingenuity.
THE PRODUCTION is unique way 
because FIU drama professor Terry 
Twyman, is the director and the play­
wright. The changes are easy and un­
assuming.
The set creates a proper back­
ground and as the characters come into 
play, they possess the scenery effec­
tively.
The play stars Stephen Rabitt, Bar­
ney Hollis and Hollywood.
Rabitt is Jack Adams, an accom­
plished professional actor, with many 
credits behind him.
ADAMS IS obviously concentrat­
ing on his role throughout. He pos­
sesses a wealth of talent that is effec­
tively used in this case.
Hollywood is colorful, funny and 
the focal point of many scenes. The 
smooth flow of action between her and 
the co-star of the play, Barney make 
for great enjoyment.
There is much in this play for any 
audience to relate to. In what has been 
described as a “slice of life,” this play 
is based on an age old conflict.
Who am I? is the question asked. 
This is Stephen Rabitt’s unanswered 
question.
THE INDIVIDUAL in the audi­
ence examines the extent to which he 
identifies with the characters and asks
MARY-JEANETTE TAYLOR 
Associate Editor
“Electric” is definitely a 
word that describes Jack 
Adams, star of “Rabitt.”
When you’re on stage with 
him you can just see all the 
energy, said Beth Horton, a 
co-star of the play.
“The energy he has can 
either intimidate or inspire a 
fellow artist,” she explained.
ADAMS’ experience and 
expertise can easily over­
whelm the amatuer. Adams, a 
professional actor who’s been 
in over 60 plays across the 
United States is currently at­
tending Florida International 
University, seeking a 
bachelors in fine arts.
Because of his seasoning, 
Terry Twyman the play­
wright and director of the pro­
duction chose him to star.
Adams pulls others in the 
play up to his level by his mas­
tery of acting.
“He’s so powerful. He’s 
so great to be with before a 
show,” Beth said. “He brings 
you right in to what’s going 
on, and how it’s going to be 
done.”
OFFSTAGE, Adams is 
unassuming.
He treats people with a 
respect for humanity. He’s hu­
man, open — not the snobish 
type person most expect.
Adams continues to ex­
plore the character, “Rabitt” 
throughout his own perform­
ance.
“I’m not Stephen Ra­
bitt,” he explains. He does 
find parallels between his per­
sonality and that of his stage 
counterpart.
IT’S an actors responsi­
bility to find the personality
himself the same question.
The “separate reality” created by 
the actors would be left incomplete 
without the multi-media transitions 
between scenes. The audience is con­
fronted with a slide show of the char­
acters’ childhoods, retakes of scenes 
on-stage and most importantly, time 
capsule views of events that take place 
off stage.
This effect alone makes the play 
totally complete.
The transitions, thus, become 
smoother and the accompanying music 
sets the proper mood.
BUT THE play’s potential is not 
fulfilled. The interpretations are not all 
they should be. But on opening night its 
difficult to judge the final success of 
the play.
But with striking realism the play 
overwhelms your sense of imagination 
and you believe in it.
he’s playing within his own ex­
perience, Adams said.
“Nothing’s beyond our ex­
perience,” Adams said. 
“We’re all human beings.”
To Adams, “Rabitt,” is 
an interesting play. It was 
written by FIU professor of 
drama Terry Twyman, who 
directed it. The process of re- 
hersals was slow and ever 
changing as the playwright 
had the opportunity to see his 
own work develop.
Because of the various 
depths and levels of the show 
and the diverse changes in the 
character’s mood, the play de­
velops before the audience 
more so than the usual work.
ADAMS IS willing to ex­
periment to find an effective 
way of creating a scene or 
character.
“There has literally been 
no one else who has had so few 
reservations about his role,” 
Parris (Barney) Buckner, an­
other co-star, said.
“Creativity is taking it 
right to the edge of destruc­
tion.”
This is a line of the play, 
Buckner says, that explains 
his experience with Adams.
“YOU GO to that edge 
and trust whatever is out 
there to come to you,” 
Buckner said.
There were times that 
Buckner saw Adams experi­
menting and failing. Yet it 
made Buckner feel inade­
quate.
“I felt I wasn’t experi­
menting enough, I wasn’t 
allowing myself that free­
dom,” he said. He envies that 
courage in Adams.
Onstage, the person who 
claims he isn’t Stephen Ra­
bitt, really is.
The audience is con­
vinced of it — and that makes 
the play, and his role, suc­
cessful.
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Singing 
a Mayan
song?
continued from page one
These are a few of the questions 
explored in ANT 429.
The answers might be more 
easily revealed if the Mayan 
hieroglyphics could be read, 
LaCombe asserted. An interest in 
Cryptography is the vehicle 
though which LaCombe became 
involved in Mayan Studies.
“IT STARTED out as a hob­
by and is beginning to take over 
my life,” LaCombe said. He is 
now director of the Institute of 
Mayan Studies, an affiliate of the 
Miami Museum of Science.
Last summer he was asked 
to create a course in Mayan 
studies by Dr. Nick Sileo, chair­
man of the Sociology-Anthropo­
logy department. Tremendous 
student response to this inter­
disciplinary course has kept 
LaCombe busy conducting two 
sections a quarter.
“The Mayans had their hands 
on eternity,” LaCombe said. He 
pointed to their extensive 
calculations and awareness of 
the cyclical nature of time and 
the universe.
In LaCombe’s class, the stu­
dent is exposed to Mayan archi­
tecture, medicine, music, art, 
ceramics, social and political 
structures, among other ele­
ments.
LaCOMBE uses, in addition 
to a text, slides, actual artifacts, 
field trips to the Museum of 
Science. He has also brought a 
guitar to class once and sang In­
dian songs.
“The Mayan civilization is 
something we can all be proud 
of,” LaCombe said. “It is part of 
the Americas; we and the Latin 
American countries in particular 
are the custodians of the 
remnants of this great culture.”
From left: Gabriel Cordovez, Guatemalan attache, A. P. 
Rosenberg, member president of Board of Directors of the 
Mayan Institute, and Charles Lacombe examine Stella 24. 
The monument is now on exhibit at the Museum of Science.
Photo Courtesy of Museum of Science
v.es.
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“The Good Times’’ needs help. You 
may too, in meeting your career 
goals; or your leisure activities. Drop 
in PC 532, See Joe about business/ad- 
vertising and Myron about news, 
arts, sports, etc.
Join the 
Good Times, 
PC 532
FOOD
A non-profit organization dedicated to help you.
ABORTIONS
. . . are legally available in Florida 
for your own health. You should 
be referred to a facility which is 
specifically designed for this pro­
cedure. For your health and well 
being, please call . . .
(305) 667-1049
Women's Referral 
Group
***********************
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'California Concept' 
UNISEX HAIR CUTTING
MERh
W
GIFT BOUTIQUE 
HEADGEAR EMPORIUM
CONCERT
TICKETS
by appointment
THUR-SAT: 10:00 AM - 9:00 PM 
SUN: 10:00 AM - 7 PM
HEAD TO TOE, INC. 
TROPICAL FLEA MARKET 
8750 Bird Road 
Miami, Fla. 33165 
Phone: 223-6408
*********************
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7:30 P.M. live bluté, folk, roeK anibluegraéé muéic on the soft sante of Tahiti Iteach/
DANCING UNDER THE STARS
i
Regent urges more cooperative education
What does a member of the Board of Regents 
do when he comes to campus on a personal 
visitation trip? The answer might easily be 
“Anything he wants to!“
And, in a way, that's ¡ust what E.W. 
Hopkins, Jr. did last week as he swung through 
the southern part of the state for close looks at 
FAU and FIU. Regent Hopkins was participat­
ing in the BOR program which encourages indi- 
vidaul members to get out and visit the various 
universities. And he came all the way from his 
native Pensacola for the visit.
Hopkins spent a day at Boca Raton before 
his vist of equal length here, during which he 
engaged in both small and large meetings with 
persons from many of the university's offices.
Hopkins wanted to chat. The sessions were 
structured, albeit it relatively informal. The 
plalnspoken regent traded remarks with ad­
ministrators, faculty and students, and left little 
doubt about where he stands on some issues.
He has an obvious and emphatically stated 
interest in the concept of university cooperative 
education. “I see no reason why, with the coun­
try no longer at war, a student can't relax and 
take longer to go through the formal education 
process." Hopkins stated. He explained that op­
portunities for alternating terms of work and 
study are greater now than ever before. “It's tru­
ly a fine way to get both an education and the job 
experience that will help a young person move 
into a rewarding profession." he explained.
Hopkins also supports the idea of internship 
programs as being an abbreviated form of the 
cooperative education concept. He believes, 
“Anything that gets a student and work expe­
rience together is better than what we have been 
offering in the past. The days of graduates get­
ting good jobs without an employment record of 
some sort are pretty well past."
In another candid comment, Hopkins came 
out strongly for decreased bureaucracy in the 
state-s higher education system. He made 
reference to processes which involve a combina­
tion of legislative decisions on BOR policies and 
BOR difficulties in implementation at the univer­
sity level. “The whole system of higher educa­
tion could use a lot less red tape, and a lot more 
hard work in new and good programs." He cited 
the great loss of time and money spent in paper 
work, much of which he feels Is unnecessary.
Hopkins also stressed that the state of 
Florida deserves a diversity of universities, and 
“not a bunch with each one duplicating the ef­
forts of the other."
He concluded his luncheon session, declar­
ing “I may not always be able to convince other 
board members to my way of thinking, but I 
know I'm going to try as hard as I can."
Division of University Relations and Development
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Should 
Congress 
be on TV?
RADNOR, Pa. — Backers of 
a plan to televise Congressional 
sessions have suggested the crea­
tion of a Congressional Broad­
casting System modeled after the 
UN coverage, TV Guide maga­
zine has reported.
Under the plan, the system 
would likely be operated by the 
Library of Congress and cameras 
“would supply media with gavel- 
to-gavel live or taped pickups, 
the way the UN does.”
Political scientist John 
Stewart, who was assigned to 
study all aspects of Con­
gressional relations with the 
news media by Congressional Re­
search Service, a unit of the 
Library of Congress, said 
Americans would be pleased and 
impressed with watching 
Congress in action.
“Certainly the normal scene 
isn’t as bad as many people may 
think,” Stewart said. He felt that 
after a period of time both 
Congress and the public would 
accept the coverage as a routine 
matter.
RESEARCH MATERIALS 
ALL TOPICS
Write or call for your FREE up-to- 
date mail-order catalog of thousands 
of outstanding research papers.
WE ALSO DO
CUSTOM-MADE RESEARCH
CAMPUS RESEARCH
1429 Warwick Avenue (Suite #1) 
Warwick, Rhode Island 02888
(401) 463-9150
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The best time to sell your 
un-wanted textbooks is the | 
LAST WEEK of classes.
FOR SALE
—Boats—
Boat, 20’ open, twin 60 hp in- 
board/outboard drives. A-l, $1,800. 
John, PC-106.
-Furniture-
Sofa, factory new. Green/Gold. Con­
temporary seats three, $75; match­
ing armchair $45; both $95. 248-1708.
—Newspaper-
Freedom of the Press. We think it 
should not be for sale. It should be 
available to everyone. FIU needs an 
independent student-oriented news­
paper. “The Good Times” is here, 
but we need your help to prevent 
special interests from dominating, 
PC 532.
—Musical Instruments—
One slightly used Conn Cornet, com­
plete with case and other acces­
sories. $40. Call any time 666-1152.
Hofner Bass, Hollow-Body, 
“McCartney,” with case, $125. Paul, 
665-8758.
—Tape Recorder- 
Quad 1800 ss Akai recorder, reel to 
reel and cartridge, perfectly adapt­
able to stereo amplifier. Mike 221- 
5653.
Where are the singles spots of Miami? 
Read The Single Floridian Magazine and 
find out!
Sample Subscription $3.00 for 3 months. 
The Single Floridian, P.O. Box 414675, 
Miami Beach 33141
RESEARCH MATERIAL
ALL TOPICS
Academic Research Library of Florida
Largest Library of Research 
Papers in the United States 
and Canada
Located at;
5790 Bird Road / A & R 
Rand Tax Office 
Miami, Florida 33155 
Mon., Tues., Wed., 1O-5/Fri., Sat. 11-3
l/Ve also provide original research on any subject
Phone - 665-6338
FOR SALE
—Jewelry—
OM Jewelry . . . Handcrafted de­
signs in gold and silver, 3070 Grand 
Ave. Coconut Grove, 445-1865.
-Camera-
Camera, Milolta-SRT 101 fl. 7 with 
135 mm lens and carrying case; 264- 
9684, ask for Joe Jr
SUPER 'Sub' Regular
Four Assorted Cold Cuts, 
Provolone Cheese, Lettuce & Tomato 
Our Own Blended Salod Dressing, 
Sliced On ions
$1.40
SUPER SUBS
STEAK 'Sub'
Grilled Steak & Sauteed Onions, 
Lettuce & Tomato OR Meat Sauce
$1.60
"EVERY SUPER SUB A DELECTABLE PRODUCTION"
2A DOUBLE STEAK 'Sub' 
3
.... Double Steak & Sauteed Onions,
Lettuce & Tomato OR Meat Sauce. . .....................................$2.35
TUNA Sllb ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Our Own Blended Tuna, Provolone Cheese,
Lettuce & Tomato, Sliced Onions . . . ................................$1.60
4 MEATBALL’Sub’........  ... Delicious Meatballs in Tasty Meat Sauce,
Lettuce & Tomato, Sauteed Onions . . . ...............................$1.60
5 SAUSAGE'Sub'. . . . . . . . .  . . . . Grilled Fresh Hot Italian Sausage and
Sauteed Onions, Lettuce & Tomato OR Meat Sauce . . . $1.60
5A DOUBLE SAUSAGE... . . . . . . . With Twice as much Sausage..........................................................$2.35
6 CHEESE’Sub’. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . Provolone & American Cheese, Lettv£e & Tomato
Our Own Blended Salad Dressing, Onions . . .....................$1.50
7 OCEAN LINER 'Sub'......  ... Same as Our Regular with DOUBLE
MEAT AND CHEESE...............................................................$2.25
8 U. of M. SPECIAL.. . . . . . .  .... Boiled Ham, Capicola, Provolone Cheese,
Lettuce & Tomato, Salad Dressing, Sliced Onions . .$1.75
9 STEAK SUPREME Sub .... Grilled Steak and Melted Cheese, Sauteed
Onions, Lettuce & TomatoORMeat Sauce.......................... .$1.80
9A STEAK SUPREME ’ROYALE’ Double Steak, Double Cheese....................................................$2.65
TO CAPICOLAfHot Italian Ham] Capicola, Provolone Cheese, Lettuce &
Tomato, Salad Dressing, Sliced Onions. . .......................... $1.75
11 BOILEO HAM 'Sub'. . . . . . . .  ... Tender, Juicy Boiled Ham, Provolone Cheese,
Lettuce & Tomato, Salad Dressing, Sliced Onions . . . $1.75
12 FISH-WICH Sub’ . . . . . . . . . . . . Fried Fillet, Tartar Sauce, Lettuce & Tomato...................... $1.50
13 HAM SALAD ’Sub’.......  ... Ham Salad, American or Provolone Cheese,
Lettuce & Tomato, Sliced Onions. . . ................................$1.60
14 FRIED OYSTER 'Sub'. . . . . .  ... 3 Select Oysters, Tartar Sauce, Lettuce 8.
Tomato on Italian Bread .... ..........................................$1.60
nr
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FOR SALE
—Cars—
1971 Dodge Challenger convertible, 
air conditioning, small V-8 engine, 
19.3 miles per gallon, good condition, 
$1,450. Call Harold, 271-6873/271-4233.
New Datsun 240Z, Contact Therry at 
Admissions on Tuesday and Thurs­
day. Call 374-9826.
FOR SALE
—Typewriter-
Mercury portable typewriter, very 
good condition, bargain at $15. Con­
tact Spanki, ext. 2648, 9-5 p.m.
-Bicycle-
Men’s 15-speed bicycle, Lambert 
English touring. Three months old, 
$160 new, asking $125. Cathy 661-5985.
—Homes—
Three bedroom, $28,500, 7Vz percent 
mortgage, fenced, pear school, shop­
ping, all appliances and washer/dry- 
er, utility room, shed, large patio, 
low taxes, a/c, 12020 SW 188th Terr., 
235-3765, Sunday and evenings.
House on canal with dock, three bed­
room, carport, Florida room, two 
miles from FIU, $36,000. Call Wat­
kins, 271-3545.
Course information is most 
complete at that time.
Your University Bookstore |
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BEER
POPULAR BRANDS 50C ON TAP
MICHELOB 65C Millers 45c Andecker 50c Heinekens 85C
PHONE 443-1713
OPEN
MON.
4580 S.W. 8th STREET 443-1713
OPEN TUES. WED. & THURS. 11:00 A.M. 'til 1 A.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 11:00 A.M. 'til 2 A.M.
SUNDAY Noon 'til 12 Midnight
PROPOSED PROGRAMS FOR
FREE PERIOD
A.- ONE PRESENTATION PER WEEK 
FROM FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT
C.- SMALL CONCERTS BY LOCAL BANDS 
AND MUSICIANS
B.- SERIES OF LECTURES BY LOCAL 
AND NATIONAL FIGURES
YOUR SGA
D.- OTHER EVENTS OF INTEREST TO THE 
UNIVERSITY FAMILY
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THE VACATION
or youR lire.
Summer Grove condominium apartments.
Summer Grove townhouses. A choice of pleasures.
A way of life for all the seasons to come.
Summer Grove is a secluded, family-oriented 
community of only 116 gracious garden 
condominiums and 58 one and two story townhouses. 
A choice of lifestyles, and a chpice of residential 
sizes, from two bedrooms, one bath to three 
bedrooms, two baths.
Summer Grove is comfortably out of the way — 
yet conveniently within reach of all the necessities 
and pleasures of everyday life. The West Dade 
Expresswayjs just one mile away, the Palmetto
only two and a half miles. Coral Way shopping, 
Westchester, Florida International University, 
schools, business and entertainment are only 
minutes from your home.
Townhouses enjoy exclusive property ownership, 
all-electric kitchens, washing machines and private 
yards. Garden condominium apartments are 
complete with all-electric kitchens, spacious rooms 
and closets, private balcony/terraces, recreation 
center with pool and sundeck.
Summer Grove. It’s the year-round vacation 
you’ll call home.
95% financing with Dade Federal Savings. No closing costs on condominium apartments.
Townhouses and condominium apartments from only $29,900 
10331 Coral Way (S.W. 24th Street), Miami, Florida 33165
Phone: (305) 223-3731 I I tot pxrLrvt Appliances
FIU places 
four on State 
soccer squad
FIU Information Services
Four members of the Florida 
International University soccer 
squad have been named to the 
Florida All-State Soccer Team, 
coach Greg Myers has an­
nounced.
Selected to the first team 
were Hossein Nikkar and Steve 
Lee, who have gathered their se- 
cond All-State honor as 
Sunblazers.
Miami Dolphin 
cagers to play 
benefit game
On March 16, the Super Bowl 
Champion Miami Dolphins, plus 
other AFL and NFL Superstars 
will challenge the Florida Inter­
national University Sunblazers in 
a basketball game to raise money 
for the FIU Athletic Fund.
The evenings entertainment 
will also include wrestling 
matches between “South 
Florida’s best,” and the FIU 
Volleynettes in a volleyball game 
against an outstanding all star’ 
team.
The tickets, $1 for students 
and $2 for non-students, are be­
ing sold in the Modular building, 
room 204.
The sports evening will be at 
Coral Park High School begin­
ning at 7 p.m.
jftlllllllllllll
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The Good Times needs your help in the Spring Quarter —
Contact Myron Ext. 2842 or Johanna 2843 
News Business
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FLORIDA’S RICHEST RACE
$200,000
est 9ross
FLORIDA DERBY
MONDAY, MARCH 4
Racing’s Greatest Day
Featuring The Nation’s Champion Three-Year Olds
the greatest f/show on turf
SHOWTIME 10:00a.m. First Race 1:15
Gates Open 10:00 a.m.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIU
U
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ADVERTISING POLICY 
—Policy—
“The Good Times” will accept classi­
fied ads from any member of the 
Florida International University 
community — pertaining to their 
needs and personal areas — free of 
charge. 15 words are permitted in all 
messages, excluding name and phone 
number or address. All other classi­
fied advertising is sold at a rate of 10 
cents per word, with a minimum cost 
of $1. All advertisements must be 
submitted to the Good Times includ­
ing a name, social security (student) 
number, and telephone number by 
Monday for each week’s edition. All 
advertisements should be typed or 
printed.
PERSONAL
A large black cloud fell over the king 
and all the umbrella people cheered! 
Det finnes bare en verden.
—Help Wanted—
Morgue Attendant - to take care of 
the gross anatomy laboratory - 
cadavar handling. Call Dr. Sohol 
X2201.
Roofers helper no exp. req. flexable 
work schedule, pay $3.50 hr. 223-1214. 
Room with private bath and cooking 
priviliges. 2950 SW 115 Ave. $85 Mo. 
223-1214. Jack Hughes.
RIDES
Wanted: ride to New York City or 
Union County, N.J. Return Mar. 24. 
Share driving/expenses. Call David 
11 p.m. to 9 a.m. 759-0823.
ROOMMATES
Female, needs room for spring quar­
ter or will share apartment within 
bicycling distance, 226-4088.
Male roommate wanted, two bed­
room apartment 15 blocks from FIU. 
$95 month, plus half utilities. See Al­
fredo, 11005 SW 1st St., No. 303.
Roommate desperately needed! To 
share two bedroom, furnished apart­
ment, $130 a month. Call 264-6453. 
SERVICES
Expert typing, term papers, book re­
ports, projects, theses. IBM 665-1496, 
665-4470.
TRAINING
Become a Master Bartender. Enjoy 
high pay and public-individual in­
struction. Student discount. Master 
School of Bartending. 643-1400. 
WANTED
Regular evening job. Two nights per 
week. Own transportation. 667-2907.
Aluminumn framed nylon back pack, 
used and large. Also, large sleeping 
bag. Call Jerry, 223-3838.
Open 11:00 a.m.
Strolling Musicians'11:05 a.m.
Dining Rooms 
Mai Malkin Orchestra and
—- Hollywood
Hills Marching Band and Spartanette Drill Team
ai?
11:20 a.m. -— University of Miami Band of
the Hour 11:40 a.m. Fashion Show by Martha
plus Sunshine Celebratio2:00 noon. Race of
the Wild Watusi Gir 12:15 p.m.__ Cypress
Gardens Kite Flyer 12:45 p.m First Race
1:15 p.m. Mal M a I k i n O r chestra and Strolling
Musicians 1:55 p.m. ---- —-University of Miami
Band of the Hour 2:20 p.m. Florida Derby
Queen Purse Fourth Race . ■—Hollywood Hills 
Spartanette Drill Team 2:55 p.m. Sunshine
Celebration singing “The Florida Derby” 5:01 p.m. 
University of Miami Band of the Hojir Plays “Old 
Folks at Home” 5:06 p.m. M. ^FLORIDA
DERBY POST TIME (NINTH RACE) 5:20 p.m. the Classic 
“Run for the Orchids” Gulfstream Colors Orchid and White
ADMISSION: $2 Grandstand, After 7th Race $1 ; $4Clubhouse. 7,500 UNRESERVED SEATS FREE. 
RESERVATIONS: Seating DADE 944-1242 • BROWARD 925-6611, Dining DADE 944-2313 • BROWARD 923-8494 
U.S. #1 Hallandale
FINAL DAY OF RACING
